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powering digital review

Your All-In-One eDiscovery,  
Review and Production Tool
To alleviate the pain of struggling with legacy review systems, Eclipse SE 
has been purpose-built with the most cutting-edge features found in an 
in-house review platform, allowing law firms, corporations, and litigation 
service providers of any size to perform native file ingestion, document 
review, and full production effortlessly, offering a true all-in-one  
litigation platform.

Eclipse SE can handle up to 
10,000,000 records and can 
ingest native files, images, 
and transcripts effortlessly.

Ingestion engine allows you 
to process, OCR, and unitize 
document collections 
quickly and easily.

Full featured review 
including advanced search 
options, keyword hit 
highlighting, robust batch 
review, document and page 
level tagging, and transcript 
management. Review while 
away from the network with 
the replication feature or 
optional Publish module.

High speed production 
engine contains hundreds of 
formatting options, such as 
output type, OCR/extracted 
text options, and file 
naming options for 
customized exports.

1. Retrieved January 10, 2013 from http://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/research_briefs/2012/RAND_RB9650.pdf



Unprecedented Power, Desktop Simplicity
Eclipse SE is an in-house discovery, review, and production platform 
built to handle enterprise level cases and any number of users within 
your current infrastructure, without requiring a SQL backend or DBA. 
Intuitive and easy to install, Eclipse SE can be deployed in less than 
an hour and contains all the functionality you need to perform 
enterprise-level reviews on even the most complex cases. The 
high-speed, self-contained database found in Eclipse SE can 
handle up to 10,000,000 records.

Review Case Data from Anywhere 
One of the limitations of many review tools is the inability 
to take cases on the road when there is no network 
access or to share case data with experts who may be 
out of your Eclipse SE environment. To solve this problem, 
an optional Publish module is available in Eclipse SE that 
allows you to create a stand-alone version of all or part of 
any case (from any database) with an accompanying runtime 
version of Eclipse SE. Changes you make while traveling can 
then be replicated back to the server while changes made to the 
case while you were away are copied to your local machine, for 
ultimate portability and collaboration. 

Features Built For Today
Eclipse SE contains an unprecedented number of features built for today’s 
litigation environment. 

•  Native file, image, and transcript ingestion allows you to begin reviewing 
large document collections quickly and efficiently.

•  Unitize large, multi-document PDF files faster and easier than ever by applying 
multiple document breaks in just one pass.

•  Batch management allows you to create and assign batches to reviewers based on 
criteria set by you. 

•  Custom coding forms let you define reviewers’ tagging palette.
•  Persistent highlighting allows users to quickly locate key terms for the case. 
•  Document and page level tagging allow you to organize and propagate tags to  

family members. Customizable shortcut keys allow reviewers to rapidly apply tags.
•  Fully integrated transcript management tool includes advanced features such as keyword 

hit highlighting, blended searches, issue coding, printing, external document linking, and 
an interactive word index.

•  Robust security allows you to customize privileges for groups and users.
•  Detailed document audit history ensures defensible transparency.
•  Hundreds of export options including page level tagging for inclusion/exclusion  

in production. 

INTEGRATED ENHANCED DISCOVERY MODULE

While Eclipse SE provides native file ingestion with 
extracted metadata fields and document image 

import with OCR, eScan-IT goes a step further with 
special image formatting options by document type for 

bulk image production. eScan It also provides an easy-
to-use scanning interface. Auto-loading to Eclipse SE 

makes importing a breeze.

EASY PATH TO ADVANCED ANALYTICS. 

For those cases that require web based review or 
advanced analytics for Technology Assisted Review, 
the web-based version of Eclipse may be utilized via 

the Ipro Cloud or an Ipro Certified Hosting Partner. 
The similar interfaces and functionality between 

the products guarantee a short learning curve 
and minimum ramp-up time for even the largest 
cases. There is also an easy and affordable 

upgrade path if an in-house implementation of 
this product is desired. 

TRIAL-PROVEN CONFIDENCE

Ipro has been creating advanced 
litigation software applications for 

the legal industry since
1989. Real world-tested and 
trial-proven, Ipro software 

is trusted by thousands of 
litigation service providers 
and a large majority of 

the AmLaw 100.
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